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Abstract: In rapidly growing software industry and fast pace of changes, time and deadlines are playing pivotal role in the survival and success of organizations. 

The quick and dirty approach is very popular amongst the software practitioners. It includes copy and paste criteria at many situations like at lines, blocks or files 

level of code or may be used for the comments. It leads to technical debt which has to be paid later. It includes principles amount and the interest as well. This may 

be due to many reasons viz., lack of experience, issues, code smells etc. one of the major aspect in this regard is reputation. Study and analysis of this factor is 

ignored in the literature particularly in the form of stars. The objective of this study is to study the relationship between stars and TD. To unveil effect of star on 

metrics, SonarQube tool is used for finding technical debt and for calculating technical debt. Origin 6.0 tool is used to graphically analyse the data. MS Excel is also 

used to calculate the regression and correlation coefficient. The dataset taken for the purpose is open source version control system from github. It is proved through 

the study that increases in number of stars in any form there is no considerable change in the technical debt.  

Keywords: Technical debt (TD), Star, Reputation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Stars  

Stars are generally considered as a mark of liking and they may be considered as the metric for reputation. 

The reputation of a project will be good if a number of users are either book marking or liking the project or 

due to some other reason finding time to click on star. They may not only metric which should be considered 

for reputation. The visitors or users will put a star only if there is something apealing in the verson  or 

commit. 

 

1.2 Technical Debt 

Debt is a popular term of the financial world. It is considered with respect to some principal amount. During 

its payment, an interest term is also added. Similarly in technical world of software engineering the debt is 

considered in the software development process when some changes are required. Often there is need to 

make the changes during software development and consequently the system should adapt to these changes. 

During this process intentionally or unintentionally few compromises are done in a hurry to accomplish the 

work within deadlines of time. The development team may not face any problem at this point of time and 

neither there is some wrong output but in the strategic framework it matters a lot. At extreme case when the 

rent/debt is not paid for a large period of time it may lead to technical bankruptcy.  The team will be 

demotivated and the productivity will reduce thereof.  At this stage it will not be feasible to continue further 

in the project. Martin Fowler [2009] in his blog posted famous TD quadrant concept. He starts with the 

question whether messy code or bad system design is TD or not. Four types of approaches for implementing 

code are described.  He considers debt as prudent and reckless.  The prudent debt to reach a release may not 

be worth paying down if the interest payments are sufficiently small whereas a sloppy and low quality code 

is a reckless debt, which results in crippling interest payments or a long period of paying down the principal.  

Curtis [2012] provides the definitions of Technical Debt in terms of principle and interest. The future costs 

attributable to known structural flaws in production code that need to be fixed. It includes both principle and 

interest. Principle is the cost of remediating must-fix problems in production code. It is calculated as product 

of number of hours required to remediate must-fix problems and fully burdened hourly cost of those 

involved in designing, implementing, and testing these fixes.  Interest means the continuing costs that can 

result from the excessive effort to modify unnecessarily complex code, greater resource usage by inefficient 

code etc. 
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1.3 Reasons / Causes for TD 

Researchers have mentioned many reasons for TD. Dan Rawsthorne [2012] in his blog says “Technical Debt 

is everything that makes your code hard to work with. It is an invisible killer of software which must be 

aggressively managed.” He pointed lack of test, bad design, lack of documentation and poor readability as 

the reasons for technical debt. Similarly Stephanie [2015] in his blog categorized the causes of technical debt 

as intentional and unintentional. In the intentional causes he includes time constraints, Source code 

complexity, Business decisions which lack technical knowledge while in the unintentional causes he 

included lack of coding standards and guides, junior coders with little experience and poor skills and lack of 

planning for future developments. Tushar Sharma [2018] claimed that Technical debt may have one or more 

causes like time pressures, Overly complex technical design, Poor alignment to standards, Lack of skill, 

Suboptimal code, Delayed refactoring and Insufficient testing. However general agreement on the types does 

not exist. Similar to many definitions of TD metaphor there are many types of technical debt.  

1.4 Types of TD 

From perspectives of software development and business etc., literature includes many types of TD and to 

deal with the issues related to technical debt classification of technical debt is needed. Popular types include 

Deliberate tech debt(in the cases in which the quick way is the right way but at times the developer team 

knowingly does something the wrong way as quick delivery of product is must.), Accidental/outdated design 

tech debt( when it is needed to balance future-proofing designs with simplicity and quick delivery or 

developer team is naive. Some name it as naive tech debt or outdated design tech debt.) and Bit rot tech debt 

(when during passage of time many incremental changes are incorporated in the software system by using 

copy-paste and cargo-cult programming only without fully understanding the original design.) Steve 

McConnel [2007] in his blog categorized technical debt into unintentional debt, which is foolish to incur and 

intentional debt, which might be incurred for reasons such as time to market, preservation of startup capital 

and delaying development expense. 

II. ORGANIZATION OF PAPER 

 

The first section of the study introduces the topic by considering various references from related studies. The 

second section describes the organization of the paper. The third section is discussion of background from 

literature. The fourth section frames research questions. The fifth section of the paper is results and 

discussion. It also includes the statistical summaries. The sixth section concludes while seventh section of 

the paper lists the resources consulted for the study. 

III. BACKGROUND 

1992 may be considered as the birth year of the metaphor TD when Ward Cunningham in an experience 

report coined it first. “Shipping first time code is like going into debt. A little debt speeds development so 

long as it is paid back promptly with a rewrite. Cunningham [1993] referred there only the possible loss that 

may occur later on as “… The danger occurs when the debt is not repaid. Every minute spent on not-quite-

right code counts as interest on that debt. Entire engineering organizations can be brought to a stand-still 

under the debt load of an unconsolidated implementation, object oriented or otherwise.” There was a large 

gap in the further significant research in the area till Zeller et.al [2005] pointed out the role of specific day in 

a week for TD. Study claimed that programming on Friday is more likely to generate faults than on any 

other day.   

Some engineers and software developers consider TD as a short cut for output and they use a dirty 

approach. Cunningham [2009] never intended for technical debt to be used as an excuse to write poor code.  

Despite the various definitions of technical debt, the blogging community has continued to preserve 
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Cunningham’s original representation of technical debt as a trade-off between quality, time and cost. Martin 

Fowler [2009] introduced concept of TD quadrant for categorizing TD. He divided two types of TD viz., 

intentional and unintentional debt into reckless and prudent debt. There were some papers on TD 

management thereafter. Brown, Nanette et al[2010] and Nitin Taksande [2011] submitted thesis on the 

empirical study of TD. He emphasized on significance of TD from strategic viewpoint. Rothman, Seaman 

and Guo [2011] categorized types of technical debt as testing debt, Defect debt, Documentation debt and 

Design debt.   

J. Eyolfson et al [2011] analyzed relation of time of Day and Developer Experience and Committing 

Bugs. Rahman and Devanbu [2011] studied the impact of ownership and experience of the developers on the 

quality of code. They also conceptualized two distinct types of experience that can affect the quality of a 

developer’s work viz., specialized experience and general experience.  They also conducted study on 

Ownership, experience and defects: a fine-grained study of authorship. P. Runeson, M. Host, A. Rainer and 

B. Regnell [2012] consolidated the historical milestones of TD in a very significant systematic literature 

review. Tom et al. [2013] conducted a systematic literature review to establish a theoretical framework of 

technical debt. The authors identified two elements of TD, code decay and design debt, and the boundaries 

of TD. Dan O'Neill [2013] in his article described three groups of conditions which when they occur can 

result in the accumulation of technical debt. Management debt triggers include tight and highly prioritised 

completion schedules, squeezed budgets and poor communication between management and engineering.  

Alves et al [2015] investigated the influence of developers on the introduction of code smells in 5 open 

source software systems. Developers have been classified in different groups based on two characteristics, 

namely developer participation (calculated as the time interval between his first and last commit) developer 

authorship (representing the amount of modified files and lines of code). The authors investigated how those 

two characteristics are related to the insertion and/or removal of five types of code smells viz., dead (unused) 

code, large classes, long methods, long parameter list (of methods) and unhandled exceptions. Results 

suggested that groups with fewer participation in code development tended to have a greater engagement in 

the introduction and removal of code smells. Authors supported that group with higher participation level 

code more responsibly during maintenance whereas the other groups tend to focus on error correction 

actions. 

Theodoros Amanatidis et al [2017] considered software quality from the perspective of TD. Tufano et al. 

[2017] analyzed developer-related factors on 5 open source Java projects that could influence the likelihood 

of a commit to induce a fix. They found evidence that clean commits have higher coherence than fix-

inducing commits. Commits with changes that are focused on a specific topic or subsystem are considered 

more coherent than those with more scattered changes. Furthermore their results suggested that developers 

with higher experience perform more fix-inducing commits that developers with lower experience. Studies 

over the years have proposed different approaches to measure technical debt, which has been found to 

impact (internal) quality. Zhixiong [2017] and thesis of Sultan Wehaibi [2017] were worth mentioning.  

Mrwan BenIdris [2018] pointed that the total number of selected empirical studies have nearly doubled from 

2014 to 2016. The popularity of the term technical debt is on rise since few years. Software developers and 

managers increasingly use the concept to communicate key tradeoffs related to release and quality issues. 

This concept is clear from the fact that the concept of technical debt is related to software quality and 

research is on rise in new tools and techniques required for estimating technical debt. 

IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The visitors or users put a if there is something apealing/interesting in the verson  or commit is there. The 

technical debt of a worth project will not be too high. It is expected that the project that will be liked by 

many will be one involving lesser TD. So hypothesis may be framed as: 

H0: td will increase with growing number of stars in a project. 

HA: td will not increase with growing number of stars in a project. 
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Following obvious Research questions can hence be framed:  

RQ#1: Does td correlate with stars? 

This research question has a goal  to provide an initial investigation to determine if some correlation exists 

between two parameters viz., stars and td. To achieve this goal, correlation of the two is considered  

RQ#2: to know what is trend of changes and how td varies with increasing numer of stars.? 

Goal is to check provide whether stars can be assumed as an index to reduced td or not. To achieve this goal, 

regression as a measure is considered and the scatterplot and column graph showing the trend of change is 

drawn. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Vetkra Mockery, one of the PHP applications in the top twenty list of github is considered for the study. 

Mockery provides the ability to easily generate mocks for golang interfaces. It removes the boilerplate 

coding required to use mocks. It is considered case for study while the unit of consideration is each revised 

project that is available as new version. The data of 231 versions of Vektra Mockery was collected from 

github. For this all the projects were downloaded on machine. SonarQube was used to find technical debt for 

all projects. The outputs from sonar dashboard were entered in Excel worksheet. TD calculated was 

normalized using mathematical functions of excel as the data was in different units of time that is days, 

hours and minutes. All 38 contributors of the application were considered. The process of analysis is a three 

step process and is depicted in figure 1. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1: Process Of Analysis 

In order to find answer to research question RQ#1, correlation of the stars and TD is considered 

individually and tabulated in table 1 and it comes out as .497714 which is very near to .5 so may be 

considered statistically significant. 

  Stars net td  

stars  1 

 net td  0.497714 1 

Table 1 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTRIBUTOR’ DATA FROM GITHUB REPOSITORY 

CALCULATION OF TD WITH SONARQUBE 

ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM GITHUB AND SONARQUBE WITH MS-EXCEL AND ORIGIN6.0 
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To answer, second research question RQ#2, scatterplot and column graphs are drawn. It is shown in figure 2. 

 

 

Graph1: scatterplot of td vs. star Graph2: column graph of td vs. star 

   

 

Figure 2. 

It may be concluded that technical debt will increase with increase in stars. Hence alternate 

hypothesis HA is correct. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

There are a number of factors affecting technical debt. It is an important area of research to unveil these 

factors. It can be well concluded that reputation in terms of stars does affect TD. It is statistically proved. 

The other measures of reputation viz., followers and likes etc. should also be explored to evaluate the effect 

on TD.  
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